Abstract. The Michigan Catalogue (Vol. I -V) is an excellent database to study the distribution of CP2 stars in the galactic field in the Southern hemisphere. A cross-check with the BidelmanCatalogue (1973) and the "Catalogue Général desÉtoiles Ap et Am" (Renson 1991) shows that in the Michigan Catalogue 3.6% of all stars in the relevant spectral region are CP2 stars. Any discrepant classified stars could be verified photometrically in the ∆a-system. The distribution of CP2 stars does not show any particular preferred region in the Southern hemisphere.
Frequency of CP2 stars in the galactic plane

Introduction
Magnetic chemically peculiar stars, the so-called magnetic Ap or CP2 stars, are on the upper Main Sequence. The CP2 stars shows overabundances of one or more chemical elements like silicon, strontium, chromium and the Rare Earth europium in their spectra. CP2 stars show one or more flux depressions centered near λ4100, λ5200, and λ6300. These flux depressions are most certainly a consequence of the nonsolar elemental abundance of CP2 stars and can be used to identify such objects via ∆a photometry. This narrow-band, three filter photometric system measures the flux depression at λ5200 by sampling the depth of this flux depression. It compares the flux at the center with the adjacent regions at λ5000 and λ5500 using a band-width of 130Å.
Catalogues
The University of Michigan Catalogue of Two-Dimensional Spectral Types for the HD Stars as published by Houk & Cowley (1975) , Houk (1978 Houk ( , 1982 , Houk & Smith-Moore (1988) , and Houk & Swift (1999) includes more than 50000 late B, A and early F stars of the Southern hemisphere, brighter than V = 12 mag. A search for bona fide or possible magnetic chemically peculiar stars in this catalogue results in a percentage of 3.6% of objects which could be classified as more or less peculiar. Within this "peculiar subsample", we find 44% B-type, 52% A-type and 4% early F-type objects. A cross-check of the photometric Geneva catalogue of Rufener (1988) and the Catalogue of CP and Am stars of Renson (1991) with the published ∆a values gives an comprehensive database for statistical studies. The Michigan-catalogue describes the characteristic spectral lines which are typical for most of CP stars. Therefore we have divided the sample in the four groups defined in 4 M . R o d e -P a u n z e n et al. 
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Distribution in the galactical plane
The sample was further divided in a hotter Si and Si+ as well as a Sr and SrCrEu group to investigate the distribution of the stars in galactic coordinates. Figure 1 shows the results for these two subgroups. First, we can conclude that the CP2 phenomenon is not clustered in specific regions. The well known effect that the hotter Si-stars are more concentrated in the galactic plane is also visible in Figure 1 . For more clarity the region about the galactic plane (−30
• ) was divided in rectangular fields (l = 10
• and b = 5 • ) and the stars in these fields were counted. Figure 2 shows the number of stars vs. the marked fields.
A similar study for the Northern sky is in preparation.
Photometric values
The Geneva index ∆(V 1 − G) and the ∆a system are capable of identifying CP2 stars photometrically. They were both developed to measure the flux depression at λ5200. The spectral types of our sample were checked with published photometrical values of both systems. The photometric measurements were taken from the literature as referenced in Rode-Paunzen (2003) Nearly three decades ago, Maitzen (1976) introduced the narrow-band, three filter ∆a photometric system to investigate the flux depression at λ5200 which samples the depth of this flux depression by comparing the flux at the center (λ5220, g 2 ), with the adjacent regions (λ5000, g 1 and λ5500, y) using a bandpass of 130Å. The respective index was introduced as:
Since this quantity is slightly dependent on temperature (increasing towards lower tem- peratures), the intrinsic peculiarity index had to be defined as 
On the evolutionary status of chemically peculiar stars
The question, if the CP-phenomenon is a evolutionary effect, was discussed in the last years. We present evidence that the magnetic chemically peculiar stars (CP2) of the upper Main Sequence already occur at very early stages of the stellar evolution significantly before they reach 30% of their lifetime. A detailed description is given in Pöhnl et al. (2003) . We have used the measurements and calibrations of the Geneva 7-color photometric system to derive effective temperatures and luminosities. Taking into account the overall metallicities of the individual clusters, isochrones and evolutionary tracks were used to estimate ages and masses for the individual objects. The derived ages (between 10 and 140 Myr) are well in line with those of the corresponding cluster and further strengthens the membership of the investigated CP2 stars. In total 13 CP2 stars can be found in four open clusters: IC 2391, IC 2602, NGC 2451A and NGC 2516. Figure 3 shows the location of the CP2 stars in NGC 2516 together with the isochrone for log t = 8.00 and [Fe/H] = −0.23 dex and the evolutionary tracks for individual masses. All but two (HD 65987 and CP −60
• 981) lie very well on the apparent Main Sequence of this cluster and are members of it. The two deviating objects are both binaries. Their location above the corresponding isochrone can be very well reproduced taking the binarity into account. The masses and ages for the visual binary system CP−60
• 944A + B, both in very good agreement with the values from Debernardi & North (2001) , infer that they are physically coupled. The mean value of the age for all six single CP2 stars is 106(17) Myr which is in excellent agreement with the overall age of this cluster (100 Myr). The Table 3 and 4. τ is the age of the star, τ HR the time for a star on the Main Sequence and τ Cl the known age of the individual cluster. As a confirmation, Bagnulo et al. (2003) have discovered a strong magnetic field of 14.5 kG in the NGC 2516 star HD 66318. They estimate that this star has completed only about 16(5)% of its main sequence life.
Conclusion
The Michigan Catalogue was studied to derive the distribution of CP2 stars in the galactic field in the Southern hemisphere. A cross check with other catalogues results that in the Michigan Catalogue, 3.6% of all stars in the relevant spectral region are CP2 stars. Any discrepant classified stars could be verified photometrically in the ∆a-system. The distribution of CP2 stars does not show any particular preferred region in the southern hemisphere.
The location of all investigated CP2 stars within the relevant Hertzsprung-Russelldiagrams qualify them as being members of the corresponding aggregate. Furthermore, their ages (10 < ages < 140 Myr) are within the expected error of the overall age of the individual open cluster. This proves that CP2 stars do exist at very young evolutionary stages clearly before they have reached 30% of their Main Sequence lifetime.
